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Mrs. Pearl W. Von Allman, Librarian
University of Louisville
School of Law
Louisville 8, Kentucky

Dear Mrs. Von Allman:

I have asked Dorothy Salmon to be chairman and want you to be member of the Local Arrangements Committee for the meeting of the Southeastern Chapter of A. A. L. L. to be held in conjunction with the Kentucky meeting of the Conference of Southeastern Law Teachers.

Dorothy recently wrote me about some of the interesting plans which have been made. We are looking forward to the meeting.

Plans for the Chapter meeting are quite tentative, but I hope that we can make more definite plans sometime soon. Jane Oliver Green suggested that we leave time for interested librarians to attend some of the meetings of the law teachers and that entertainment might be integrated with that planned for the law teachers also except perhaps for one luncheon. Please let me have your ideas and suggestions.

I shall write you again when I have something further to report.

Sincerely yours,

Corinne Bass, President
Southeastern Chapter, A. A. L. L.